JUST TO GIVE THE CROWD A THRILL, a naval officer leaped head first, instead of feet downward, from a plane in an exhibition over Washington. However, he had his parachute with him.

(Dr. photograph from International.)

TWO FLYING AMBASSADORS—Lindy, envoy of good will, teams up for flight near New York with Harry F. Guggenheim, the new ambassador to Cuba, who succeeds Noble Brandon Judah of Chicago. The two have been closely associated for several years. Mr. Guggenheim being president of the Guggenheim fund for promotion of aeronautics, and Col. Lindbergh a trustee.

(Photograph from International.)

A HIGHBORN BABY, most literally, is the infant daughter of Mrs. Margaret Evans of Miami, Fla. The young lady came into the world 1,200 feet above Miami, in a cabin airplane which bore, besides the mother, a doctor, nurses, relatives, and two aviators. She hasn’t been named; what would you name her?

(Photograph from International.)

DAYTIME DUSK softens the stark, strong beauty of the steel through which breathes the spirit of Chicago, marking the swing of its marching rhythm. The scene is the lower level of the Michigan avenue bridge.

(Photograph from New York.)

AT 72 SHE’LL FLY OVER THOSE MOUNTAINS which she climbed thirty years ago, will Miss Annie Pack of New York. A distinguished peak climber with nine trips to South America to her credit, a trail-blazer honored by governments of the southern continent, Miss Pack will make her tenth visit to the mountains an aerial good will expedition.

(Photograph from International.)

ALSATIAN POLICE DOGS and the Italian mounted police vied for the attention of Premier Mussolini when he reviewed them in Rome. Men and dogs are famed for their smartness, and the men likewise for the smartness of their attire and equipment.

(Photograph copyright by Pacific and Atlantic.)

CEREMONY AND SYMBOLISM appeared on the terrace of the royal palace at Budapest when Admiral Nicholas von Herben, regent of Hungary, was inducted as an honorary knight into the Protestant layman Order of St. John. The regent is third from the right.

(Photograph from Pacific and Atlantic.)

A FLYING MOTHER of a president, 73-year-old Senora Adela de Portes Gil, climbed nonchalantly into a plane at Mexico City and soared away to visit Los Angeles, where we meet her by agency of the camera. The young woman with the mother of President Portes Gil is Senora Luis Parell, wife of the pilot.

(Photograph from International.)